By Leroy Wayson

The Blue Raspberry Banditos

Gilgamesh, Iowa is the setting for this Midwestern reunion between
two life-long buddies, Jay and Ken. As children, the two spent
countless hours in Ken’s basement creating a magical world,
Gilgamesh, out of paper cut-outs. As the two friends recreate their
childhood role-playing games of yesteryear, we slowly learn the real
reason for this reunion. Ken is terminally ill, and he wants to ask Jay
if he would be willing to keep him company when his illness becomes
more debilitating. This poignant excerpt from Scot Augustson’s play
should be performed by two male actors and should be entered in
Duo Interpretation or Duet Acting; however, a male performer might
choose to perform this selection individually and enter it in Dramatic
Interpretation. It is important for the two actors to establish a contrast
between their imaginative world of role-playing and the more honest
moments reflecting the reality of their lives today. Play the roleplaying scenes for their humor; however, play the dramatic moments
with warmth, tenderness and 100% honesty. This is a challenging play
for two mature actors!

Jay: Can I just tell you how weird it is to be here? It’s like jumping in a
time machine and going back a million years.
Ken: It hasn’t been a million years.
Jay: It even smells the same.
Ken: Can I get you a beer?
Jay: You gonna have one?
Ken: Can’t.
Jay: Can’t?
Ken: Some of the meds I’m on are already doing a number on my liver.
But you can still have one.
Jay: Better not, you’ll get me drunk and steal my wallet.
Ken: (Nods) Might.
Jay: Besides, it would feel weird drinking a beer in your parents’
basement.
Ken: It’s not my parents’ basement anymore.
Jay: Sorry. Hey, did you keep your old bedroom? I mean, you’re not
sleeping in your mom and dad’s old room, are you?
Ken: Noooo. That would be…strange. I wouldn’t do that.
Jay: Good, because sometimes I don’t know what you’re capable of.
Ken: I don’t know myself.
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Thompson: That doesn’t seem very safe for the hostages....
Barney: You’ll never get me, Coppers! It’s Blue Raspberry or die!
Random Guy: I don’t want to die, and I don’t want to become a
crocodile’s supper!!!
Tiffany: Koala Beeeaaarrrsss—.
Rebecca: (Coming to but still in shock) Uhhhhhhh—
Habeeb:: Thank you! Come again!!!
Barney: Shut your mouth, Haboobie!
Habeeb: My name is Habeeb!!!
Thompson: (Trying to take control of the situation) That’s it! That is
enough!
Barney: Calm down, Ese!
Thompson: What is it with the Spanish words? You’re not Scarface, you
know? You’re a 31-year-old guy holding up a convenience store over a
stupid Slurpee!
Barney: Well, if that’s the way you feel about it, then you’re no better
than the jerks who cancelled it!
Tiffany: (Scared) Koala bears!
Thompson: Everyone shut up!!! And Tiffany, quit talking about koalas!
It’s annoying! They’re not even bears, they’re marsupials!
Tiffany: —What?
Thompson: Habeeb, I’m really sorry—about all of this. It’s not cool.
Random Guy! You kind of weird me out! And YOU! (To Barney) You’re
being stupid! (Taking away Barney’s gun) It’s just a Slurpee!!! (Smacks
Barney with the gun)
Barney: (Beat) If your intention was to shoot an arrow through my heart
then—BULLSEYE!
Police: (Storming the front door) Everyone, freeze!!! You, with the gun,
hands on the wall!!!
Thompson: (With hands on wall) Awesome. (To audience) I lost my
job. I had nowhere to live, and there was a husky cop giving me a cavity
search. (Beat) I couldn’t help but think... that this was the perfect time for
the whistle. (Takes safety whistle out and blows)
Habeeb: Aaaaaand cut!
Thompson: (Confused)—What?
Habeeb: (Removing his mask) Good work, everybody!
Thompson: What are you talking about?
Mr. Clark: (Entering from the back office) Tiffany, we’re going to have
to work on your improvisational skills. And you—do you work for me?
Random Guy: I just wanted some gas.
Mr. Clark: Oh. Well... sorry about that.
Random Guy: Hey, it’s no problem. I’ll have a funny story to tell my
wife. (Laughs) Actually, I don’t have a wife.
Thompson: Okay, okay. Everyone stop. What just happened?
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Rebecca: (Totally frozen) Ahhhhhh—
Random Guy: (Entering the store) Does this smell like chloroform?
(Sniffing his shirt) Yeah, I have gas on my—(Noticing Barney holding a
gun) Holy Toledo—you have a gun.
Barney: You! Gas guy! Hit the floor!
Random Guy: Okay, question. When you say “hit the floor,” do you
mean literally, like—?
Thompson: I think he means ‘lay down.’
Random Guy: Oh, okay. Thanks for clearing that up.
Thompson: (Freaking out) Barney, what in the world are you doing???
Barney: (Intense) No one cancels my Blue Raspberry! Do you hear me?
No one!!! Now, Hasheesh—
Habeeb: My name is Habeeb.
Barney: Whatever! You get on that phone right now and get some Blue
Raspberry down here. You have an hour before I start getting drastic!
Comprende?
Habeeb: I’m not even Spanish! You know, this is not how we handle
things in my homeland. (Barney points the gun at him) But for you, I’ll
make the call.
Thompson: Okay, Barney, you need to stop this. This is insane.
Barney: Dude, no! This is the world we live in now. Supply and demand.
They supply, or I demand!
Thompson: (To audience) And just when I thought things couldn’t get
any worse... they did.
Barney: (Enjoying his power) I totally feel like the bomb, dude!
Random Guy: (Misunderstanding) Holy Toledo, he has a bomb!!!
Habeeb: (Throws hands up in the air) Everywhere I go!! Just because I’m
from—
Random Guy: (To Habeeb) Not you! The guy with the gun!!!
Thompson: Whoa, whoa, whoa! He doesn’t have a bomb.
Police: (From outside the store) This is the police! Come out with your
hands up!
Barney: Policia! Dude, I can’t go to prison and do another knuckle with
Bubba! Who called them? (To Habeeb) Did you call the cops?
Habeeb: Don’t look at me. I called headquarters and that’s it.
Barney: I’ll bet it was Tiffany’s friend.
Rebecca: (Passed out with a cell phone in her hand)
Thompson: She’s passed out!
Barney: Pocket dial!
Tiffany: Did he say crocodile?! He has a crocodile!
Police: If you don’t come out with your hands up, we’ll be forced to shoot
out the windows, send in the SWAT team and fire at will.
Barney: Who’s Will?
Police: Come out with your hands up!
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Jay: (Points at the trunk) Ah, the trunk! That’s it, isn’t it? Gilgamesh.
Ken: (Big smile) Yup. Hear that?
Jay: Hear what?
Ken: (Little murmur) I think—(Murmurs again)
Jay: That I heard.
Ken: (Putting his ear to the trunk) Shhh. I think it’s coming from in here.
Jay: Is it?
Ken: (Little voice) Help. Help. Let us out. Let us out.
Jay: We’ve got to help them.
Ken: I don’t know. We should really wait. (Little voice:) We can’t breathe
in here.
Jay: For the love of Pete! We gotta help ‘em! I’m serious.
Ken: Ok, but remember, it was your decision.
Jay: Oh, man. (Starts to reach in)
Ken: Hey, this is me being weird and neurotic, but I think we should set it
up in order.
Jay: Order. Like?
Ken: Chronological. Like the earliest ones first.
Jay: Oh, yeah. Think we can remember?
Ken: Uh-huh.
Jay: Ok. So, first one was…the old west saloon?
Ken: Ah-ah-ah!
Jay: No?
Ken: Before there was a saloon. Before there was a Gilgamesh. There was
….Monkey Town! (Pulls out a tree)
Jay: I’d forgotten! Monkey town. Monkey Joe and Monkey Jim.
Ken: Together again.
Jay: (Points at self) Joe?
Ken: (Nods) Joe Monkey.
Jay: (Points at Ken) Jim Monkey.
Ken: (Pointing at self, nodding) Jim Monkey.
Jay: And if I remember correctly, I’m better at things like getting out of
cages.
Ken: Why would you need to do that?
Jay: So that we can escape from the circus and have adventures in the
city.
Ken: But we’re not in the circus. We’re here in this beautiful tropical
rain forest that we call home. Perhaps you’ve been in the sun too long,
Monkey Joe.
Jay: But we do, at one point escape from the circus. Yes, Monkey Jim?
Ken: Oh, I imagine that if we keep wandering through the jungle we will,
eventually be captured by the circus, necessitating our escape. Until then,
however, we are in our natural, that is to say, monkey, state.
Jay: And a lovely day it is, here in the jungle, the jungle we call home.
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Ken: Teeming with life.
Jay: Hmmm?
Ken: The rain forest. Teeming with life. Filled to the brim with it.
Jay: Does that mean there are bugs on everything?
Ken: Uh, yeah. In a real rainforest, lots of insects.
Jay: Don’t think I’d last long in a real jungle. I’m guessing you’re never
completely dry in a real jungle.
Ken: Monkey Joe?
Jay: Yes, Monkey Jim?
Ken: Shall we climb to the upper canopy?
Jay: Now that I like the sound of.
Ken: Joe, I have always suspected you of being an upper canopy sort of
primate.
Jay: Monkey Jim.
Ken: Yes?
Jay: This monkey’s hungry.
Ken: (Picking an imaginary insect off of Jay’s imaginary fur) Grub?
Jay: Don’t want grubs.
Ken: Then what will you eat?
Jay: I want bananas.
Ken: Where ever are you going to get a banana?
Jay: Bananas, plural.
Ken: Where are you going to get bananas, plural?
Jay: I think I saw some jungle explorers, wouldn’t be much of a trick to
swing down, swipe some fruit.
Ken: That would be stealing.
Jay: Uh-huh.
Ken: You know, Joe.
Jay: Yes, monkey Jim?
Ken: I think monkeys who steal…
Jay: Uh-huh?
Ken: Become monkeys who start hanging out with different animals.
Jay: So, you’re saying that this banana business is a slippery slope?
Ken: A slippery slope indeed.
Jay: All because I wanted a banana.
Ken: Grubs are sounding better, aren’t they?
Jay: Grubs aren’t so bad.
Ken: An important lesson to learn.
Jay: This jungle is shabby. Should be spruced up with flowers or
something. Vines.
Ken: Good luck finding anything green this time of year.
Jay: Well, the monkeys will just have to wait till spring. Can I trust you to
remember, Ken? Or will I have to call?
Ken: Well, Jay. You can call, but….chances are I’m not going to be here
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Thompson: I know. You’re right, but is it cool if I stay over here for a
few days?
Barney: Nooooooo. I’m not allowed to have sleepovers on school nights.
Thompson: You’re 31.
Barney: Yeah, but Grandma Bootsie isn’t. Hey, I know what we can do.
Let’s go get some Slurpees at 7-11!
Thompson: (Looking at his watch) It’s like, midnight.
Barney: Dude, Blue Raspberry calls to me at all hours. Besides, they’re
open 24 hours, bro!
Thompson: (To audience) So I went with Barney to 7-11 in the middle
of the night hoping to numb my brain with an ice-cold Blue Raspberry
Slurpee.
Barney: (Dispensing the icy cold treat) 44 ounces of pure...
Watermelon?!?! What? What is this?? (To cashier) You!
Habeeb: Hello, and welcome to 7-11. How can I help you?
Barney: Where is the Blue Raspberry?
Habeeb:: It got cancelled. The last of it was sold this morning.
Barney: Well, when is it coming back?
Habeeb: I never know. They just ship it to us, and I hook it up. Thank
you. Come again!
Barney: You mean there’s no Blue Raspberry?
Thompson: (To audience) You know those moments before a storm hits
when everything seems eerily calm? (To Barney) Hey, isn’t that Tiffany
from work? She must be out with a friend.
Barney: (Not really paying attention to Thompson) Dude, be my
wingman on this one.
Thompson: Whatever.
Barney: Dude, I swear, I could seriously kill for Blue Razz right now.
Rebecca: Oh my gosh! He’s going to kill us!
Barney: (Grabbing a squirt gun from off a shelf) Silencio! I am the Blue
Raspberry Bandito!
Thompson: Barney, why do you have a gun? And why are you suddenly
speaking Spanish?
Barney: I’m practicing for my Telemundo audition for Sesame Street.
(Whispering to Thompson) And it’s really a squirt gun. I got it from that
rack over there. (To the customers in the store) Everybody, on the floor!
Now!
Thompson: (Shocked) Barney, what are you doing?!
Rebecca: (In shock) Ahhhhhh—
Barney: Shut up! Shut up, right now!
Rebecca: (Still in shock) Ahhhhhh—
Barney: Make her stop, Thompson! Make her stop right now, or I swear
I’ll—!
Thompson: Hey, you probably should stop.

